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Stunningly Awful Demo Outcomes – Why Objections Shouldn't Need To Be Overcome
“Help me understand how to handle customer objections…”
“My team needs to learn how to handle objections…”
What’s wrong with these requests?
Many sales methodologies discuss ways to “overcome objections”. Many sales managers ask
for skills training for their teams on “overcoming objections”. Is it possible these folks are
working to address the wrong problem – or are these symptoms of a deeper problem? Perhaps
objections shouldn’t come up in the first place, in a well executed sales process or demo…
Let’s explore some typical “objections”, their causes and some solutions:
-

“We don’t need the Cadillac version, we just want the Chevy…”
This is an indication that too many features and functions were presented in the demo –
many more than the Specific Capabilities the customer actually needs. Solution?
Uncover and understand what Specific Capabilities the customer needs during
Discovery and present only these in the demo.

-

“Your product looks too complicated for most of our users – so we only want a couple
of licenses for a few experts to use…”
The demo showed too many clicks, options, if/or choices and pathways, and made tasks
look much more complicated than they needed to be. Solution? Just “Do It”: Show
the shortest path to get any specific task completed – the fewest number of clicks or
taps to get that task done. Let the customer ask for more detail if interested…

-

“I’m not comfortable with you as a vendor…”
What’s going here? In spite of a 20 slide corporate overview presentation, the customer
still doesn’t perceive the vendor as viable – why? It is likely the customer is concerned
about one or more areas of risk: implementation, support, product roadmap, previous
experience, or similar. These concerns should be surfaced and addressed during
Discovery.
Let’s take implementation as an example: “Let’s discuss how we can help you move
from your current situation to Go Live and then all the way through to your first
significant ROI event...” Having this discussion during Discovery will uncover any
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major issues that either can be addressed – or (at least) let the vendor know that this
sales opportunity is not going to be successful, before investing further energy.
-

“While your product does cover about 80% of our requirements, it is missing a few
critical capabilities…”
Once again, Discovery was likely insufficient in uncovering and understanding
customer needs. During Discovery, if your customer asks for capabilities that you lack,
you need to ask about use: “How often would you use this? How important is it? Who
would use it?” (And similar, related questions). The answers will let you know whether
your offering is a sufficiently good match – or not – well before you get to the demo
stage…!
In sales, if you are going to fail, fail early and fail cheaply – and move on to another,
better opportunity.
Further, many vendors believe that they can overcome this issue by offering and
presenting additional capabilities that “competitively differentiate”. This ends up in a
vicious circle with the first two objections! More is not necessarily better… (See my
article Stunningly Awful vs. Truly Terrific Competitive Differentiation – What, When,
and How for more ideas on how to successfully differentiate…)

-

“Your product looks good, but we feel we can continue to live with the current
situation…”
This is a symptom that there is no Critical Business Issue – the customer agrees that
there is a problem, but solving it is not sufficiently compelling for them to invest
tangible resources to address it (in terms of time, people or money). Part of the process
of Discovery is to help the customer understand how big, how critical, and how
important it is for the customer to address the problem.
During Discovery, look for and uncover goals or objectives that are at risk. These are
best if they are specific quarterly, project-based, or annual goals or objectives that will
not be achieved or completed if the problem doesn’t get solved. They become part of
the overall driving force for making a change.

-

“We don’t see enough value…”
Insufficient perception of value on the part of the customer is a classic “objection”.
(Once again) this needs to be uncovered and addressed during Discovery. Workflow
analysis is specifically designed to identify the Delta(s) – tangible expressions of value
in terms of time, people of money. These are strongest when they come from the
customer’s own lips. Sufficiently large Deltas become key drivers in seeking a
solution.

-

“Your product is way too expensive for us (but thanks for the education)…”
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Similar situation to the above. General price ranges should be discussed early in the
process (e.g., during Discovery). Vendors are not required to give specific pricing until
Discovery is complete, but the customer needs to know whether the solution is within
possibility for them.
-

“We really like your solution, but we don’t need it yet…”
The lack of a Critical Date or Critical Event is what often causes a sales opportunity to
roll over on sales forecasts from quarter to quarter to quarter (ever see this happen)?
And the Critical Date has to be something of significance to the customer, not the
vendor’s end of quarter! When should a Critical Date or Event be identified? Let’s all
say it together, “During Discovery!”

What’s the moral here? Most “objections” arise late in the sales process as a result of
incomplete or insufficient Discovery. Discovery is clearly the best place to uncover and
address these issues – before they become “objections”!
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For more articles on demonstration effectiveness skills and methods, visit our website at
www.SecondDerivative.com. For demo tips, best practices, tools and techniques, join the
Great Demo! LinkedIn Group or explore our blog at www.SecondDerivative.com/Blog.html.
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